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UX Dra (HD 183556, SAO 9404, HIP 95154) is a luminous arbon star with T (Littleet al. 1987) and has a spetral type of C5 II. Aording to the Combined GCVS (Kholopovet al. 1998), following earlier editions, it is an SRa variable with a period of 168 days.From times of minimum, Vetesnik (1983) found a onstant lengthening of the period butmore extensive photographi data suggested that this was part of a long term yling ofthe period between 155 and 185 days, over about 5000 days. At the end of eah yle theperiod would apparently glith bak to the lower value. From an analysis of the historialvisual data Kiss et al. (1999) found UX Dra to be a biperiodi variable, in ommon withabout half of their sample, with periods of 176� 1 and 317� 2 days.UX Dra has been observed almost ontinuously sine mid-1994 as part of a programmeto investigate known and suspeted, small-amplitude red variables. Early observationsovering the �rst two years data have been disussed previously by Lloyd & West (1996,Paper I). The observations were made using an SSP3 photometer and nominal V �lter ona 20-m Newtonian reetor using a 20 aperture. Eah observation onsisted of 2 or 3 setsof 3�10 seond integrations. Di�erential extintion orretions were applied but theseare small and are omparable to the errors. Details of the omparison stars are givenin Table 1. The photometri data are taken from the ompilation of Mermilliod et al.(1997) and are very similar to the values derived from Hp, VT and BT . HR 7199 = CCDM18535+7547 is a lose double star with a separation of 600 and magnitude di�erene of 0:m6at V. The revised magnitudes of the omparison stars are now in muh better agreementwith the observed magnitude di�erene, �V = �0:m231 � 0:m017 than was the ase inPaper 1.The new V-band light urve of UX Dra is shown in Figure 1 and overs about fourtimes the period reported in Paper I. Consequently the general behavior of the star is
Table 1: UX Dra omparison stars informationComparison V B � V SpHR 7199 = HD 176795 6.33 0.01 A1VHR 7247 = HD 178089 6.55 0.38 F2V
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Figure 1. The V-band light urve of UX Dra from 1994 { 2000 relative to HR 7199, with the 178 and359 day period �t over plotted.
rather learer, but no simpler. The full range of variation during this time is nearly 0:m6,but the vast majority of the light urve overs less than 0:m3. The periodogram shows amain period of 178 days with a seond period of approximately twie this value. There isvery little di�erene in the �t to the light urve if the shorter period is treated as the �rstharmoni of the longer period, however, as will be seen the relationship between them isnot �xed. A two-period �t to the data yields periods of 178�1 and 359�3 days and afterthese have been removed a period of � 665 days, and a long-term trend, remain abovethe general noise level. Inluding this additional period makes no obvious improvementin the �t to the light urve. Of the two prinipal periods the shorter one is very similarto that found in the historial visual data but the longer period is rather di�erent, 359 asopposed to 317 days.Not surprisingly the near-harmoni two-period �t produes a light urve with osillatingmaxima and minima. The phasing of the �t throughout this time is relatively good but itdoes oasionally wander o�, and there are learly very signi�ant deviations in amplitudeof both the maxima and minima. Also, as was reported in Paper I, but is not learly visiblein Figure 1, the behavior at the start of the observations is rather di�erent. The amplitudeis muh lower, < 0:m1, and the harateristi time sale of the variations is � 75 days,whih is lose to the seond harmoni of the long period. The redution in amplitudeat this time is typial of the beating together of two periods but the time sale of thevariations should not hange. It is possible that other, low-amplitude variations may berevealed at these times, but if they are always present then they should also appear inthe periodograms, and there are no onsistent features above the noise at periods < 100days.
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Figure 2. The Hipparos light urve of UX Dra from 1990 { 1992, with the 179 and 322 day period �tover plotted.
Hipparos has also observed UX Dra, for approximately three years about two yearsprior to the start of the V-band observations. The Hipparos light urve is shown inFigure 2 and the general behavior is very similar to that in Figure 1. The periodogramof the Hipparos data also reveals similar periods; the best �t is with 179�1 and 322�5days. The shorter period is pratially idential to that of the V-band data and bothare lose to the values found in the historial visual data. Any remaining periods aredominated by a long-term trend in the data.The two data set have been ombined by subtrating their respetive means, whih arealso very lose to the zero points of their two-period �ts. The ombined data yields best�t periods of 175�1 and 334�2 days but the periodogram does not o�er an unambiguoushoie of seond period. It also shows other periods remaining above the noise after theprinipal periods have been removed, the two most prominent being at 186 and 301 days.Interestingly, when these two periods are inluded in the �t to the data, their amplitudesare essentially idential to that of the 334 day period, at 0:m05. The amplitude of thedominant period, 175 days, is 0:m10. Another urious feature of inluding these additionaltwo periods is that the frequeny spaing of the longer and shorter pairs is idential,0.00032 yles day�1, orresponding to 3125 days. Similarly, the alternative pairings givefrequeny spaings of 0.00238 yles day�1, orresponding to 420 days. Neither of thesetime sales have any apparent orrespondene in the data, nor do the periods appearlearly in the periodograms of the individual data sets, although the 301-day period doesappear weakly in the V-band data. The signi�ane, or otherwise, of these additionalperiods and the frequeny spaings they generate, is at present unlear, but tests haveshown that they are not due to the misalignment of the two data sets.UX Dra appears to have two dominant periods but it is lear that a stationary solution,even with several additional periods will not adequately desribe the light urve. Shiftingperiods, and phase hanges, are a reognized feature of long-period variable light urves
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Figure 3. The autoorrelation funtion of the ombined data set showing the stability of the 175 dayperiod.
but within the data studied here the shorter period, 175 days, seems to have been themore stable. The autoorrelation funtion of the ombined data set is shown in Figure3 and learly demonstrates the stability of this period over eleven years. On the otherhand the longer period does di�er between the two data sets, and the long term visualvalue. It seems likely that the interation of the two periods, along with some instabilityan aount for the hanging behavior seen by Vetesnik (1983). However, variation of thelonger period will not aount for the large, and relative short time sale, of the amplitudevariations, whih ause the main disrepany between the observed and modelled lighturve. These seem to be on the time sale of the 175 day period or shorter, as do thevariations at the beginning of the V-band data desribed earlier. While it may possible toexplain some of the residuals by shifts in period or phase, the main diÆulty in desribingthe large exursions in amplitude in the ontext of multiperiodi variations, is the lak ofany periods < 100 days.
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